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Abstract
Despite the promise of research-based treatments, dissemination into
community settings has been problematic. Attitudes toward these treatments
may be partially responsible for the slow uptake. Building on the functional
theory of attitudes, it was hypothesized that presenting emotion-focused
rather than cognitively-focused information about a treatment would
produce more positive attitudes toward the treatment in individuals
interested in clinical practice. To test this hypothesis, 144 students (116
women; Mage = 22.46 years) completed a measure of vocational interest and
evaluated a treatment after reading either an emotional or cognitive passage
about the treatment. Consistent with the hypothesis, participants’ interests in
clinical activities were related to more favorable reactions to the emotional
passage but not the cognitive passage. This effect was partially mediated by
message elaboration. Findings suggest that presenting clinicians with
emotionally rich information on treatment options may help bridge the gap
between research and practice.
Keywords: evidence-based practice, empirically supported treatments,
dissemination, persuasion, elaboration likelihood model
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An Analogue Study of the Implications of Message Matching
for the Dissemination of Empirically Supported Treatments
Dozens of empirically supported treatments (ESTs)* for the treatment of
psychological disorders have been identified for adults as well as children,
adolescents, families, and couples (Chambless & Ollendick, 2001; Chorpita et al.,
2011; DeRubeis & Crits-Christoph, 1998; Higa-McMillan, Francis, Rith-Najarian,
& Chorpita, 2016). However, research suggests that these treatments are not as
commonly used in routine clinical practice as would be expected (Barlow, Levitt,
& Bufka, 1999; Borntrager, Chorpita, Higa-McMillan, Daleiden, & Starace, 2013;
Stewart & Chambless, 2007). So, while much work remains to be done developing
and refining treatments, efforts have also begun to focus on how to disseminate the
current knowledge base in a way that leads to the effective implementation of
empirically supported treatments in routine practice.
Traditional approaches for treatment dissemination have focused on the
transfer of knowledge from research settings to clinical practice; more recently,
however, there has been a call for dissemination and implementation strategies that
address practitioners’ attitudes and intentions as well as knowledge acquisition
(e.g., Chorpita & Regan, 2009). This change in approach can be attributed to two
bodies of research. First, multiple studies find little change in therapist behavior
after traditional approaches to training – even when knowledge increases (JensenDoss, Cusack, & de Arellano, 2008; Lopez, Osterberg, Jensen-Doss, & Rae, 2011).
Second, several studies have found that clinicians often have unfavorable attitudes
toward research-based treatments (Aarons, 2004; Barlow et al., 1999; Borntrager et
al., 2013; Deacon, Farrell, et al., 2013; Deacon, Lickel, Farrell, Kemp, & Hipol,
2013; Seligman et al., 2016). Importantly, it may be that these unfavorable
attitudes can help explain the relative lack of use of empirically supported
treatments in many clinical settings in that attitudes are closely linked to behavioral
intent (Ajzen, 1991) and often to actual behavior (Petty & Wegener, 1999). Thus, a
better understanding of the basis for these attitudes and the factors relevant for
successful attitude change is required. However, despite research and theory
suggesting that attitudes can be a primary force driving behavior, relatively few
studies have focused on attitudes and their relevance for the adoption or nonadoption of ESTs. Those studies that do examine attitudes toward ESTs are often
descriptive and few have drawn from the basic science of attitude change and
*

The terms empirically supported treatment and evidence based practice are often used interchangeably;
however, evidence based practice refers to “the integration of the best available research with
clinical expertise in the context of patient characteristics, culture, and preferences” (APA
Presidential Task Force on Evidence-Based Practice, 2006, p. 273) while an empirically supported
treatment is a treatment that has been shown to be “efficacious in controlled research with a
delineated population” (Chambless & Hollon, 1998, p. 7). Therefore, we specifically use the term
EST here to refer to a research-based treatment.
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persuasion (see however, Farrell, Deacon, Dixon, & Lickel, 2013). The studies that
indirectly address clinician attitudes (e.g., providing training in ESTs to promote
their use) adopt an implicit theory of attitude change, that attitudes are formed and
changed strictly on rational grounds, that runs counter to much of what we know
about attitudes and attitude change.
Determinants of Attitudes
Early theories of attitudes recognized that attitudes are not simple linear
representations of the available data. For example, Katz (1960) proposed a
functional approach to attitudes which suggests that attitudes can serve different
functions both within and across individuals and that these functions need to be
taken into account when designing attitude change interventions. More recently,
dual systems theories suggest that we rely to varying degrees on two different
systems as the basis for our attitudes – one system is fast and uses heuristics,
relying more heavily on intuition and emotional connections; the second system is
slow and deliberate and relies more heavily on rational analysis (Chaiken & Trope,
1999; Evans, 2008; Strack & Deutsch, 2004). While everyone uses both systems
when forming an attitude, the degree to which one relies on one system versus the
other has been shown to vary across individuals. In fact, these theories suggest that
information aimed at persuading an individual (e.g., training on an EST along with
the data to support its use) may be perceived very differently depending on the
characteristics the individual brings to the situation; consequently, persuasive
messages must be tailored to match the basis of the individual’s attitude to be
maximally effective. More explicitly, Zajonc and Markus (1982) state
To change an attitude that has evolved primarily from affective
sources and so has considerable extracognitive supports, may require
methods different from those needed to change an attitude based on
cognition; it may require an attack on the affective basis of preference.
(p.127)

Research testing this matching hypothesis has been largely supportive. For
example, Edwards (1990) examined the effects of matching affective and cognitive
persuasive messages to affective or cognitively based attitudes and found that
matching the message to the basis of the attitude was more effective when the
attitude was more affectively based. Interestingly, however, in this experiment
cognitively-based attitudes seemed equally open to affective and cognitive methods
of persuasion. Furthering this line of research, in a series of two experiments
Edwards and von Hippel (1995) examined attitudes that were primarily affective or
cognitive but were more representative of the hybrid conditions that typify most
real attitudes. Importantly, these experiments focused on changing attitudes toward
a familiar and complex object (i.e., a person) much like the types of attitudes that
An Analogue Study Examining Attitude Change Theory and its Implications …
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are often the focus of persuasion attempts in real world settings (e.g., a new
treatment being proposed for adoption by clinicians). In the first experiment,
participants received affective information (a photograph) and cognitive
information (a portfolio) about a presumable job applicant. All participants
received both types of information but the order of the presentation was varied
given that it is believed that initial information provides a stronger basis for an
attitude (Anderson, 1971; Asch, 1946). Then, a persuasive appeal with negative
information to challenge this initial attitude toward the “job applicant” was
presented. The cognitive persuasion attempt involved giving the participants access
to applicants’ responses to a series of interview questions. The fictitious responses
presented the applicant in a mildly negative light. The affective persuasion attempt
involved an “accidental” exposure to the job applicant (a confederate) in which the
applicant was disheveled and ignored the participant. Again, all participants
received both types of information; only the order was varied, depending upon
condition. Matched messages produced significantly larger changes in attitudes for
those in the affective attitude condition. A trend toward this matching effect was
found for the cognitive attitude group but the effect did not reach the level of
statistical significance. Experiment 2 extended these findings by using different
methods of attitude induction and persuasion in order to show that the effects in
Experiment 1 were not due to the specific methodology used. Again, the matching
effect was found but interestingly, again matching was mostly relevant when
attitudes were affectively based. Theory suggests that this stronger matching effect
for affective attitudes may occur because affective attitudes tend to be
unidimensional whereas cognitive attitudes tend to be multidimensional; therefore,
matching a cognitive message might be more difficult, requiring that the specific
dimensions or beliefs on which the attitude is based are targeted (Drolet & Aaker,
2002). In summary, this series of experiments suggest that matching persuasive
attempts to attitude functions can be important even when the attitude object is
relatively complex and familiar but that this is may be more easily done when the
attitude serves an emotional function.
Thus, persuasion research suggests that attempts to change attitudes toward
ESTs would be enhanced by knowledge about the basis of these attitudes and
specifically, whether the individual’s attitude toward ESTs is based primarily on
cognition or emotion. This may be problematic, however, in that although there
have been some attempts to measure attitude functions (see for example, Herek,
1987), research suggests that people are often inaccurate in reporting on the basis
for their attitudes and that introspection may lead to enhanced inaccuracy (Wilson
& Dunn, 1986). Therefore, much of the research in this area has focused on a less
direct route to predicting attitude function – examining dispositional differences in
attitude formation.
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Dispositional Differences in Attitude Bases
The tendency to form attitudes with a cognitive versus affective basis
appears to be fairly stable (Huskinson & Haddock, 2004) with the tendency to form
attitudes with an affective basis related to one’s chronic level of need for affect
(NFA) and reliance on intuition whereas the tendency to form attitudes with a
cognitive function may be related to chronic levels of need for cognition (NFC)
(Haddock, Maio, Arnold, & Huskinson, 2008; Huskinson & Haddock, 2004).
Importantly, support has been found for the matching hypothesis when a
persuasive message has been matched to one’s tendency toward affective versus
cognitive attitudes (Haddock et al., 2008). More specifically, it has been found that
affective appeals produce more positive attitudes in those who are high in NFA but
low in NFC and cognitive appeals produce more positive attitudes in those high in
NFC and low in NFA (Haddock et al., 2008, study 1). Moreover, NFA has been
related to response to an affective appeal but not to response to a cognitive appeal
whereas NFC has been related to response to a cognitive appeal but not an
affective appeal (Haddock et al., 2008, study 2).
The relationship between NFC, NFA, reliance on intuition and attitude
basis may be particularly relevant when considering clinicians’ attitudes toward
ESTs in that both theory and research suggest that clinicians may generally have
relatively high NFA and they tend to favor an intuitive decision-making style. For
example, surveys have found that clinicians report a preference for using intuitive
processes in their work (Stewart & Chambless, 2007). Additionally, as far back as
the late 1970s, it was proposed that psychologists choosing an academic or
research-oriented career may do so in part because of their preference for analytical
processes whereas those who are more clinically focused may have a worldview
more focused on emotion (Gelso, 1979). There has been some empirical support
for this notion. For example, Leong and colleagues found that NFC was positively
related to self-reported interest in scientific activities amongst a sample of 100
undergraduate psychology majors with the intention of attending graduate school;
on the other hand, NFC was not correlated with interest in clinical activities
(Leong, Zachar, Conant, & Tolliver, 2007). More recently, Seligman et al. (2016)
found that clinical psychologists who chose an academic/research career reported
higher NFC compared to those choosing a practice-oriented career; on the other
hand, psychologists engaged primarily in clinical practice reported greater reliance
on intuitive decision-making relative to those in research careers. These
characteristics were in fact related to attitudes toward the use of ESTs. It should
also be noted that the benefits of reliance on affect and intuition in complex
situations, like those clinicians encounter in everyday patient interactions, has been
supported by research (de Vries, Witteman, Holland, & Dijksterhuis, 2010;
Dijksterhuis & Nordgren, 2006), suggesting that this is a skill that must be
developed in clinical practice and one that would likely be reinforced. Taken
An Analogue Study Examining Attitude Change Theory and its Implications …
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together, this indicates that information about clinical practice should be tailored to
the ways clinicians need to work and process information in their everyday
activities.
The Current Study
Based on early theory and recent findings on the relationship between
interest in clinical activities, NFA, and intuitive decision-making style as well as
the link between these dispositional characteristics and emotionally based attitudes,
an analogue study was conducted to test the hypothesis that individuals with
greater interest in practice activities would view information about a treatment
more favorably when presented with an emotionally-based appeal. In addition, two
competing hypotheses have been put forward to explain why such matching effects
occur, one derived from the elaboration likelihood model (ELM; Petty &
Cacioppo, 1981; Petty & Cacioppo, 1986; Petty & Wegener, 1998) and the other
from the fluency model (Mayer & Tormala, 2010). The ELM suggests that
matched messages result in increased motivation on the part of the receiver due to
their personal relevance. This means the receiver will spend more effort to
scrutinize or elaborate on a matched message; thus, if the message presents a
strong case, this will be adequately processed by the recipient. The fluency
hypothesis suggests that message matching causes one to perceive the information
as familiar and therefore easier to process; this subjective positive feeling results in
greater persuasion. Thus, a secondary goal of the current study was to examine
whether elaboration, fluency, or both elaboration and fluency serve as mediators of
the matching effect.
Method
Participants and Design
Previous research has examined samples ranging from 24 participants to
over 200 (Clarkson, Tormala, & Rucker, 2011; Edwards & Vonhippel, 1995; Fazio
& Williams, 1986), with the most closely matched studies including sample sizes
of 115 and 125 (Clarkson et al., 2011). Given that we hypothesized an interaction
and wanted to examine mediation, we estimated we needed a sample size of around
150 participants for adequate power; we were able to obtain a sample close to this
goal. Participants were 144 students (28 men; 116 women) enrolled in an introductory psychology course in a large Midwestern university in the United States.
All participants provided informed consent. Two participants did not report their
age; for those with available data the mean age was 22.46 years (SD = 4.32, range
18-49). The majority of the sample (76%) were Caucasian, 14% were Black/African
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American, 4% were Hispanic/Latino, 4% were Arab Americans, 1% were Native
American, and 1% indicated they identified with some other ethnic group. Other
than being enrolled in introductory psychology, the only other inclusion/exclusion
criterion was that participants needed to be at least 18 years of age.
An attribute treatment interaction design was used in which the attribute of
interest was participants’ interest in clinical practice and the “treatment” was the
type of appeal (emotional versus cognitive). Interest in clinical practice was
measured as described below. Participants were randomly assigned to read either
an emotional message (n = 65) or cognitive message (n = 79) using Psychdata’s
(Locke & Keiser-Clark, 2001) simple randomization procedure. Demographic
characteristics of the two groups are presented in Table 1.
Table 1. Demographic characteristics of sample, by condition.
Emotional Message
(n = 65)

Cognitive Message
(n = 79)

Gender N (%)
Female
Male
Age Mean (SD)

13 (20%)

15 (19%)

52(80%)

64 (81%)

22.70 (5.08)

22.28 (3.62)

1 (1.5%)

0 (0%)

Race N (%)
American/Indian
Arab American

1 (1.5%)

4 (5%)

Black or African American

13 (20%)

7 (8.9%)

White/Caucasian

46 (71%)

64 (81.0%)

Hispanic/Latino

3 (4.6%)

3 (3.8%)

Other

1 (1.5%)

1 (1.3%)

Procedure
Predictor/Independent measures and manipulation check.
Message. Both messages described a fictional treatment for avoidant
personality disorder1 and the costs and benefits of said treatment. The cognitive
message included statements and simple statistics (i.e., percentages) from fictional
research studies conducted with people who had undergone the treatment for
avoidant personality disorder (e.g., the treated group had a higher income). The
emotional message included persuasive statements that highlighted and used
emotional language (e.g., pride, hope) and emphasized the emotional repercussions
1

Avoidant personality disorder was chosen because we believed that few students would have extensive
information on this disorder or its treatment.
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of the treatment for an individual; it did not include any reference to research
findings. As an example of the information provided, the emotional paragraph
included a statement about an individual’s pride when he began dating after
completing the treatment; the cognitive paragraph compared (favorably) the
percentage of people who completed the treatment who began dating as compared
to a no treatment control. The cognitive and emotional passages were matched on
approximate reading level and length.
Interest in clinical practice activities. The Scientist Practitioner Inventory
(SPI; Leong & Zachar, 1991) is a 42 item self-report questionnaire designed to
measure interest in clinical practice and clinical science. The instrument consists of
two scales—a 21 item scientist interest scale and a 21 item practitioner interest
scale. Each item asks respondents to indicate how much interest they have in a
given activity (e.g., “Conducting a psychotherapy session with an individual client”
or “Collecting data on a research project you designed”), using a 1 (very low
interest) to 5 (very high interest) Likert scale. As such, scores on each of the SPI
scales can range from 21 (very low interest) to 105 (very high interest). The
authors of the SPI report excellent internal consistency of the two scales (> .90)
across several student samples that included undergraduate students, graduate
students, psychology majors and non-psychology majors (Leong & Zachar, 1991).
In addition, they report evidence of adequate test-retest reliability and concurrent
validity. The SPI practitioner scale score was used here to assess students’
practitioner orientation. As with previous research, the internal consistency of the
practitioner scale in our sample was high (α = .94). Students’ scores ranged from
21 to 97, with a mean of 63.60 (SD = 17.04), suggesting moderate levels of interest
in clinical activities on average, with the sample covering almost the full range
from very low to very high interest.
Manipulation check item. To examine whether the manipulation was
effective, participants were asked to indicate whether the passage they read was
more focused on facts and logic or experiences and emotions.
Dependent and Mediator Measures
Attitudes. Participants’ evaluation of the treatment was assessed with a 14item measure designed for this study. Respondents used a 9-point Likert scale to
rate their attitudes toward the treatment, with higher scores indicating more
favorable attitudes. For example, respondents were asked to rate the quality of the
treatment, its drawbacks, and its importance for people with avoidant personality
disorder2. The items in the measure demonstrated very high internal consistency (α
= .94) so an overall therapy evaluation score was created by averaging participants’
responses across the 14 items.

2

A complete list of items is available from the authors.
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Behavioral Evaluation. In order to assess participants’ attitudes toward
behaviors related to the use of the treatment, participants were asked to indicate the
likelihood that they would choose the treatment they read about if they needed
treatment for avoidant personality disorder. They responded using a 9-point likert
scale with higher scores indicating greater willingness to consider the treatment.
Elaboration. Two items assessed message elaboration. Participants used a
9-point likert scale to indicate how much the message made them think and how
interested they were in the message. Responses on these two items were highly
correlated (r = .63, p < .0001) so responses were averaged to arrive at a single
measure of elaboration.
Fluency. Based on procedures used by Mayer and Tormala (2010),
participants were asked to provide a rating of how easy (1) to hard (9) the message
was to read using a 9-point Likert scale. Lower ratings indicated greater ease or
higher fluency.
Results
All analyses were conducted in SPSS version 24 (IBM Corp, Released 2016).
Manipulation Check
A chi-square analysis revealed a significant association between message
condition and whether participants identified the passage they read as focused
primarily on facts and logic or experiences and emotions (χ2 (1, n = 144) = 33.11, p
< .001). Participants in the emotional condition were more likely to indicate the
passage they read focused on experiences and emotions and the participants in the
cognitive message condition were more likely to indicate that the message they
read focused more on facts and logic.
Evaluation of the Treatment
It was hypothesized that those participants who reported greater interest in
practice activities would report more favorable opinions of the hypothetical
treatment when they were presented with the emotional message but not when they
were presented with the cognitive message. To test this hypothesis, a simultaneous
regression analysis was performed in which message type, practitioner orientation
(centered around the mean), and the practitioner orientation X message type
interaction, were regressed on the attitudes toward treatment measure. As expected,
there was no main effect for message type, β = .06, p > .05. There was a main
effect for practitioner orientation (β = .30, p < .05); however, this was qualified by
the predicted message type X practitioner orientation interaction, β = .26, p < .05.
An Analogue Study Examining Attitude Change Theory and its Implications …
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Simple slopes analyses revealed that participants with a higher practice orientation
reported more favorable attitudes toward the treatment when they received an
emotional message, t(140) = 2.47, p < .05, but that practitioner orientation scores
were not significantly related to attitudes toward the cognitive message, t(140) = 0.44, p > .05 (see Figure 1).
Figure 1. Predicted values for attitudes toward treatment
as a function of practitioner orientation scores and message condition.

Mediation Analyses
In order to test the hypotheses that elaboration and/or fluency mediated the
message matching effects, a mediation analysis was conducted using a
bootstrapping approach to examine fluency and elaboration simultaneously
(Preacher & Hayes, 2008). More specifically the 95% bias corrected confidence
intervals (CIs) around the indirect effects were computed. A CI not including 0 is
indicative of mediation. Results revealed that elaboration (95 CI% = -0.0249 to .0006) but not fluency (95 CI% = -.0074 to .0024) mediated the relationship
between the condition X practitioner interaction and attitude toward therapy while
controlling for the main effects of condition and practitioner orientation.
Analysis of the component paths suggests that the message type X practitioner orientation interaction had a significant effect on fluency t = 2.00, p < .05;
whereas the effect on elaboration approached significance t = 1.79, p = .08. Fluency
did not have a direct effect on evaluation of the treatment t = 0.59, p > .05 but the
effect of elaboration on evaluation of the treatment was significant t = 7.19, p < .001.
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Behavioral Evaluation
Message type, practitioner orientation, and the practitioner orientation X
message type interaction were regressed on participants’ ratings of the likelihood
they would choose the fictional treatment if needed. As with participants attitudes,
there was no main effect for message type (β = .08, p > .05) but there was a main
effect for practitioner orientation (β = .32, p < .05). Again, however, this was
qualified by the predicted message type X practitioner orientation interaction (β =
.28, p < .05). Simple slopes analyses again suggest that the interaction was driven
by reactions to the emotional message. That is, participants with more of a practice
orientation indicated they were more likely to choose the proposed treatment when
they received the emotional message, t(140) = 2.62, p < .05, but that practitioner
orientation did not have a significant effect on behavioral evaluations when
participants were presented with the cognitive message, t(140) = -0.56, p > .05 (see
Figure 2).
Figure 2. Predicted values for behavioral evaluations
as a function of practitioner orientation scores and message condition.

Discussion
The current study examined whether tailoring a persuasive appeal
regarding a treatment to the attitude basis of the target could enhance persuasion.
More specifically, it was hypothesized that individuals with a high interest in
An Analogue Study Examining Attitude Change Theory and its Implications …
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clinical practice would be more persuaded about the merits of a treatment when
the treatment was described in emotional terms. This hypothesis was supported
and is consistent with previous findings which suggest that clinicians respond
more to case study material as opposed to research reports (Stewart & Chambless,
2010). Moreover, the data suggest this may occur because individuals with a high
practice orientation are more likely to expend effort and to elaborate on
information that matches an affective attitude basis. This mechanism has
important implications for the characteristics of the persuasive message.
Specifically, if matching of attitude function and persuasive appeal produces
greater elaboration or scrutiny of the message, matched messages must present a
strong argument to be effective. In fact, it has been suggested that when there is a
match between function and message, strong arguments produce greater attitude
change; however, when the message is weak, a mismatch - resulting in less
scrutiny, may be preferable (Wheeler, Petty, & Bizer, 2005). Presumably, in
practice, a strong case should be available in favor of a treatment before clinicians
are encouraged to invest important resources in changing their practice; therefore,
strong emotionally based messages would often be the most appropriate methods
for communicating treatment advances. However, in cases in which recommendations are based on preliminary data (e.g., a promising treatment is available and
the current practice produces iatrogenic effects) a matched persuasive appeal may
produce high levels of scrutiny and ultimately less favorable attitudes and
mismatching may be more desirable.
In the current study, we attempted to maximize the differences between
our emotional and cognitive messages by using anecdotal information to present
an emotionally-based case for our fictional treatment on one hand and findings
from treatment outcome research to present a more cognitively based message on
the other. Although it may sometimes be desirable for case studies and anecdotal
data from clinical trials to be made available to clinicians, the types of findings
that can be depicted in this way is somewhat limited. Moreover, ultimately it may
not be desirable to attempt to close the gap between research and practice by
making available a certain set of facts to clinicians and another to researchers.
Fortunately, however, this may not be necessary. There is some evidence that the
same exact information can be presented, regardless of the attitude function or
basis, as long as the frame of the message is matched (Mayer & Tormala, 2010).
More specifically, Mayer and Tormala (2010) found matching effects when they
presented participants with the same persuasive appeal but used either an “I feel”
stem versus an “I think” stem to frame the message as either an emotional or
cognitive appeal. Using similar procedures, clinicians could be provided with
many of the nuanced findings from treatment outcome studies in a way that
encourages greater processing of the data.
It is important to note that many studies examining the matching
hypothesis have focused only on attitude change toward an object as the primary
outcome; behavioral outcomes and attitudes toward behaviors have received little
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focus (Keer, van den Putte, & Neijens, 2010). Although this makes some sense
given the relationship between attitudes, behavioral intent, and behavior, a more
direct approach is also warranted especially since some research suggests that
affective messages may be more useful when changing attitudes while cognitive
messages may be more useful in changing behavior and further, that this may
interact with a target’s predominant attitude basis (Dube & Cantin, 2000).
Therefore, examining behavioral outcomes and attitudes toward behavior is an
important step in this line of research. Results examining behavioral evaluation
(i.e., whether one would choose the treatment) suggest that an affective message
should be superior to a cognitive one for practitioners. These results suggest that
in this case attitudes and behavior may be closely linked. As such, it may be that
providing emotionally based messages to practitioners could result in more
favorable attitudes toward ESTs as well as changes in their clinical practice.
However, since behavioral outcomes were not directly assessed in the current
study, this needs to be addressed in future research. Moreover, given that several
factors (e.g., attitude accessibility, Fazio & Williams, 1986) can serve to moderate
the correlation between attitudes and behavior (Petty & Wegener, 1998), it is
likely that there is a complex relationship between attitudes toward ESTs and use
of ESTs.
Of note, some studies have found affectively based attitudes are held with
greater confidence or certainty than cognitively based attitudes (see for example
Edwards & Vonhippel, 1995, experiment 1). Direct experience with the emotions
that form the basis of an affective attitude may lead one to perceive the attitude as
prima facie, without the need for outside validation. Thus, traditional views suggest
that if, as we propose here, clinicians’ attitudes toward ESTs have a predominantly
affective basis, these attitudes would be held with a high degree of certainty and
thus could prove highly resistant to change. Moreover, clinicians’ attitudes toward
ESTs may be held with high certainty because they likely receive extensive
consensus support for such attitudes, another factor that can lead to high attitude
certainty (Cialdini & Trost, 1998; Smith & Louis, 2009). That is, clinicians with
negative attitudes toward ESTs likely work in organizations where there is some
support for these attitudes given both the high prevalence of such attitudes and the
decreased probability of maintaining a position when holding a view that is
drastically different from the prevailing organizational opinion. Typically, attitude
certainty has been viewed as a persistent barrier to persuasion. However, Clarkson
and colleagues suggest an alternative hypothesis in which attitude certainty may
make an attitude more or less open to change depending upon the underlying
structure of the attitude (Clarkson, Tormala, & Rucker, 2008; Clarkson et al.,
2011). More specifically, Clarkson et al. (2011) hypothesized that whether
certainty will amplify an attitude’s openness or resistance to change is determined
by message matching. When there is a match between attitude basis and persuasive
message, high certainty will result in greater openness to attitude change. On the
An Analogue Study Examining Attitude Change Theory and its Implications …
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other hand, when there is a mismatch and the original attitude is held with high
certainty, the attitude will be even more resistant to change. The two experiments
they designed to test this hypothesis were largely supportive, suggesting that
presenting clinicians with affective information about ESTs might result in greater
openness to change not despite the certainty of these attitudes but, in part, because
of it. Thus, message matching may be especially important and useful in this case.
Limitations and Future Directions
We chose to focus on a student sample likely to represent future
professionals in the helping professions to provide the first test that vocational
interests within the field of psychology can provide important information about
the type of information that proves to be persuasive. The use of this sample is not
without limitations, however. First, there is very little research examining whether
student samples serve as adequate analogues for practicing mental health
professionals. However, the underlying theory tested here has been shown to
generalize to multiple samples, suggesting our findings may be relevant to
practicing clinicians. This first test in an analogue sample, finding that vocational
interests in psychology can be useful in matching persuasive messages, provides
support for the future study of such an intervention in samples of mental health
practitioners. Second, although we were able to ask about behavioral intentions in a
hypothetical situation, we were not able to get actual behavioral measures such as
change in treatment practice that could clarify whether message matching is as
effective for changing behavior as it is for changing attitudes. Nevertheless, our
results suggest this might be the case; therefore, future research should examine
behavioral outcomes more directly.
Additionally, there is some evidence that affective and cognitive attitudes
might arise from somewhat independent neurological pathways (LeDoux, 1989);
thus, it may be that, at this level of analysis, the reason matched messages are more
effective is because of their activation of the relevant pathways. However, to our
knowledge, such a hypothesis has yet to be tested. Processing fluency and
elaboration likelihood have been the primary mediating processes that have been
explored, with both hypotheses receiving some support. When tested
simultaneously as suggested by Preacher and Hayes (2008), we found support for
elaboration but not processing fluency as a mediator of the matching effect.
However, the size of the mediating effect was small so it will be important to
replicate this finding and to examine other possible mediators that may be jointly
responsible. A more complete understanding of the underlying mechanisms should
prove useful in furthering the science of treatment dissemination.
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Implications for Behavioral Health
These findings indicate that training in empirically supported treatments
provided to practicing clinicians should use a strong, affectively based argument
for the use of the treatment. The exception here would be when there is some need
to switch practice to a treatment with very preliminary empirical support; in this
case, a relatively weak argument but one that is still affectively based should be the
most persuasive. Affective information can be imparted in the type of speech that
is used in an argument (using highly emotional words or tone), through message
framing, or by relying primarily on experiential types of learning experiences (e.g.,
standardized patients). Importantly, however, it should be recognized that attitudes
are just one barrier to the effective dissemination of empirically supported treatments to practicing clinicians. Research suggests that organizational characteristics
and logistical barriers can serve as important predictors of engagement with
empirically supported treatments (Aarons, 2005; Stewart, Chambless, & Baron,
2012). Some of these barriers may be less relevant, however, for graduate students
training to be clinicians, making these findings more relevant to student training.
For example, finding time to attend a training in a particular treatment or set of
treatment procedures may be difficult for a clinician balancing a full caseload and
heavy paperwork demands; however, training is the primary focus of students. If
faculty tailor the introduction to empirically supported treatments to the attitude
basis of the students they work with this could have important implications for
students’ early attitudes toward these treatments and the likelihood they would use
them in practice.
Conclusion
In the current study, practice-orientation was associated with a more
favorable response to an affective message. Moreover, it seems that at least in part,
this occurs because those with an interest in clinical activities are more likely to
process and elaborate on information regarding a treatment when it is presented in
affective terms. Understanding this effect and harnessing it by tailoring the way in
which data are presented to clinicians could result in more positive attitudes and
quicker adoption of ESTs. Pending replication, such findings suggest a relatively
simple and straightforward method to help to reduce the gap between research and
practice.
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